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At 728 pages A4 size, this hefty tome pulls together a wide
range of relevant information for the motorist and could be
regarded as a ‘one stop shop’. This new publication, brought
out in time for the Christmas market, promises to be a useful
tool for armchair route planning as well as in the car. Much
is made on the front cover of its main selling points. At a
scale of 1:100 000 (1.5 miles to the inch) it is the largest
scale road atlas of Britain, except for north -western
Scotland which is presented at 1:150 000 (2.5 miles to the
inch). City and town plans are included at various scales
depending on available space. Some appear in the usual
dedicated section to the rear, and others make good use of
dead space on the relevant pages in the atlas (Brixham, for
example appears on page 13 Dartmouth and Devon).

As in previous publications, a major selling point is
the inclusion of speed camera locations, and in an
excellent introduction the AA makes valid points about
their portrayal and symbolisation. Their location is
approximate due to scale limitations, and their direction is
not indicated. Where two or more occur close together
there is a different symbol, and in urban areas they are
shown only on roads that appear in the rest of the atlas. 

The AA reinforces the message about speeding,
advocates sensible driving and warns that the depiction of
cameras is more about alerting the motorist to potential
traffic hazards than letting one know that there’s a speed
trap out there. The approach is that of ‘transparency’, in
the belief that the motorist can anticipate speed limits and
therefore (in theory) adhere to them. Also included are
regularly policed mobile camera sites. On the facing page,
there’s an advertisement for a ‘GPS driver safety system’
which can warn you of not only a bend in the road on the
brow of a hill with an accident black spot but – wait for it
– a speed camera!

Another selling point on the front cover is the
inclusion of a section on traffic congestion and how to
avoid it. Regular traffic jams and their usual cause are
symbolised (fog, rush hour, accident black spots, holiday
routes etc) with the emphasis on sensible planning, with
suggested websites for further investigation.

Generally, the maps are very pleasant to look at, with
subtle colouring and relief shading. In built up areas

especially, the inclusion of street names which this scale
permits is a useful addition, but the depiction of minor
roads is questionable. As always, the cartographer’s
dilemma is to decide upon what is relevant at a given scale.
There is a fine line between useful information and clutter. 

North – western Scotland, shown at a smaller scale,
suffers from a decline in quality due to a straightforward
scale reduction with a detrimental effect on font size and
line weight. Indeed, some type is actually at the point of
breaking up. No generalisation of detail is made here, so
that the same information is shown, and those individual
roads, previously mentioned, in built up areas become
superfluous. 

Large scale city, town port plans are included,
sometimes of too small a scale to be easily read or
particularly useful. I found the use of magenta and reddish
orange lettering over purple buildings not successful at
these scales due to registration problems or too coarse a
screen, the print quality being a little inconsistent in what
otherwise is a well designed and attractive publication.

Maps of all ports are shown in the same way as
individual towns, not always successfully. Scales differ,
with the resultant impact on font sizes and clarity. I note as
well the choice of colour in some of these – orange, with
red lettering used extensively, and I wonder how it would
stand up to scrutiny under sodium lighting.

Individual maps are again helpfully cross referenced
to main body of maps. Much thought has gone into the
organisation of the atlas and making it easy for the reader
to navigate the atlas with cross referencing. Another
excellent inclusion is information about places (Shetland
Islands for example) on the relevant page. 

Central London shown at 1:10 000 within its own
section presents a good range of information, packed with
detail and includes the Congestion Zone and charge-free
routes. The choice of colour sometimes makes reading
difficult where Underground station names are shown in
red, overprinting orange roads, and railway termini are
presented in deep grey, a little overpowering and resulting
in an unnecessary reversing out of type above and around
them.

There is a wide range of relevant information shown
for anyone planning a trip. Tourist and leisure facilities,
pubs, public transport information (metro, tram, ferry etc),
golf courses, petrol stations are either mapped or listed,
and cross referenced throughout. This atlas is for all road
users, and the depiction of the Sustrans National Cycle
network makes it appropriate for cyclists.
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Also included is an interface with the National Grid
and a page detailing how to give grid references,
encouraging the reader to explore OS mapping in more
detail for route planning. 

On the whole, this is proving to be a very useful
addition to the household. It almost becomes more of a
general reference atlas, but most of all succeeds in
showing the road network very clearly indeed – for
motoring information this scale works very well. It fulfils
its purpose and for those of us who just like looking at
maps and daydreaming, it’s not a bad gift. At twenty
pounds, how well it competes against cheaper atlases
remains to be seen.

Successful in its claim as the largest scale (so far) for
this purpose, this atlas works very well and should appeal
to wide cross section of the market as it has something for
everyone. The AA has plenty of experience in this niche
and we should expect that subsequent publications will
follow the same general format in these days of ever
increasing congestion.

Susannah Haley

The Map Book

Edited by Peter Barber
Publisher: Weidenfield & Nicolson 
First published in Great Britain 2005
360 pp £25.00 
ISBN 0 297 84372 9 Hardback 260mm x 300mm

Just over a year ago, I was standing in the queue for the till
in a well-known book store, clutching an uninspiring, but
useful ‘Teach Yourself HTML and XHTML’, when my
eyes alighted upon the title of this book “The Map Book”.
To anyone even remotely interested in maps the title
resonates with authority. I left the queue and darted across
the shop to take a look; however, I was supposed to be
elsewhere and could not waste time browsing. In less than
half a minute I had decided what I would be putting on my
Christmas list!

The editor, Peter Barber, is Head of Map Collections
at The British Library. Barber has brought together a
cornucopia of mapping from the earliest prehistoric
engravings on stone tablets to an image captured by
NASA’s Terra satellite. The content is arranged
chronologically beginning in 1500 BC to the present day,
providing a fascinating overview of maps over the
centuries and the history of cartography. Each of the
approximately 175 colour plates has accompanying text on
the facing page, enlightening the reader as to the period
and purpose of the mapping and with many an enticing
title to whet the appetite – 64 ‘Bread and Circuses’, 1660
‘A Map of Heresy’, 1747 ‘A Cartographic Draught
Excluder’, 1899 ‘A Place of Darkness’, 1943 ‘The Village
that died for England’ etc.

In his introduction Barber adopts a tone admonishing
both historians and geographers for failing to value the
vast wealth of information contained in maps. Too often

they have carefully listed, but not studied them, and he
suggests that geography departments in English-speaking
Universities are favouring digital Geographical
Information Systems as the medium for teaching
cartography, and paying scant attention to centuries of
mapping in their teaching. He does point out the rise in
importance of visual media to other areas of study and
research – social, political, fine art, literature and family
history; where students are using maps to offer a new and
different perspective to their studies.

The maps chart the evolution of mapping with all its
nuances, determined by society’s requirements, from the
essential need to describe a place and man’s imprint upon
the landscape to the purely artistic, quirky and amusing;
maps for times of conflict and triumph; the needs of the
military, political diplomacy and propaganda; exploration,
ownership and administration, culture and leisure they are
all here to delight and enthral.

The graphic representation of lesser or greater parts
of the world are shown to be equally important in
reflecting the development of culture and society. At all
periods people have done their best to accurately represent
the area known to them. Barber advises that it serves no
purpose to take a pedantic view of the inaccuracies of the
very early cartography, it is simply fascinating to grasp an
understanding of how they viewed their part of the world
at that particular time. Another interesting facet to this
collection of mapping is the evolution of the methods for
producing maps and the enormous variety of materials
onto which maps have been drawn over the centuries;
besides paper they can be found on stone, clay, papyrus,
coinage, tapestry, silk, gold, etc.

Each map has a story to tell, and as is often the case,
the most ordinary looking maps reveal unexpected gems of
information and insight into the period of history. One fine
example is ‘A Plan of all the Houses Destroyed by the
Great Fire, which begun in Exchange Alley Cornhill on
Friday March 25, 1748’ (p204-5). It is astounding to learn
that it had been compiled, engraved, printed, published
and on sale within a week of the tragedy! – the purpose of
which was to launch an appeal for the survivors. It reveals
the commercial land use, the occupants and their
occupations of a small corner of London: coffee houses,
insurance offices and booksellers, milliner, hosier, toyman,
cabinet-maker and not forgetting the peruke (wig)-maker
where the fire started. 

A second example is a somewhat pale and insipid
map with regard to colour and content from the Quarter
Master General’s Office in 1818 of ‘The South End of
Hounslow Heath’. However, apart from the Roman
encampments, and gunpowder manufacture established in
the time of Henry VIII; we also learn that the area is of
great cartographic significance. General William Roy of
the Royal Engineers established the Hounslow Heath
baseline preceding the primary triangulation of Britain.
Also the map was ‘printed using a lithographic process,
relatively new in 1818, but commonplace today’.
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The book is a weighty volume with a pleasing
layout and fine quality of reproduction throughout; credit
must be given to the excellent photography. There is
cross-referencing directing the reader to other maps with
similar content and purpose from different periods.
Besides the index at the end of the book it is useful to
have listed, the contributors and the source for each of
the illustrations. The only criticism is, that in general
there is no indication as to the size of the original maps,
so one is left to guess.

The Map Book is a wonderful reminder of the huge
contribution maps make to our understanding of history
and I doubt that such an eclectic collection of maps is
likely to be found anywhere else in a single volume at such
an affordable price.

Rosemary Duncan

South West Coast Path 3: 
Portreath to Lizard via Lands End

Harvey Maps
National Trail Series, 2006
Scale: 1:40,000
ISBN: 185137432-9 £9-95

This is one 6 maps to be published on the south-west coast
path in Harvey’s series of route maps of National trails and
long distance routes in the country. Unlike some others in
this series though, this is not a route map split up into strip
sections but more a conventional layout of the far south
west of Cornwall in 2 sections. As such it conforms almost
exactly to the OS Landranger 203 Penzance sheet, though
at the larger scale of 1:40 000.

This then raises the question, is this primarily a route
map for walkers or a more general recreational planning
map of the area, for clearly there is a lot of detailed map
information inland that is not directly relevant to those
walking the coast path and the scale cannot show certain
aspects of the path clearly enough. For instance much of
the path is characterised by steep gradients climbing down
to and out of small coves; some indication of this on the
map would have been very useful. There is a small
overview map giving distances between selected places
but here again it would be useful to know how much ‘up
and down’ is involved. 

But there is a lot of extremely useful background
information around the margins of the map for those
planning a walk or a visit. In particular the panel on
Cornish place names, as the map will show up some very
unusual names and spellings particularly the use of ‘z’ the
further west you go. These are examples of the old Cornish
language closely related to Breton and Welsh and widely
spoken up to the 17th century; now undergoing a revival.
Unfortunately at the time of publication it was not possible
to confirm the news that the unique industrial mining
landscape of West Cornwall had been granted World
Heritage Status in August by UNESCO. (see
www.cornishmining.co.uk)

From the map there seems to be a lack of
accommodation west of Penzance but those backpacking
will note plenty of local camp sites close to the path.
Others may need to use Penzance or St. Just as a base and
travel each day to their start point using local buses or
baggage carrying services. For those not knowing the area
it is perhaps surprising how ‘bleak’ parts of inland West
Cornwall are!

A few small errors were noted north of Lands End.
Geevor Tin Mine is a Museum and should have a tourism
star on it as well as a WC; it is a significant museum.
Levant Mine is placed where Botallack Mine should be
and is located just to the west of Geevor at Levant Zawn.
Botallack is a National Trust information centre. Also in
the National Grid explanation panel the red dot has been
positioned at 693 not 692 as it should be.

However I would definitely take this map on a visit
to west Cornwall whether I was walking the coast path or
not. Both this reviewer and a local found it very pleasing to
look at and very informative. As with other Harvey’s
maps, it feels as though it could stand up to the wind and
wet on a wild cliff top without falling apart.

David Langworth

Macgillycuddy’s Reeks and 
Killarney National Park

Harvey Maps
Superwalker Series, 2006
Scale: 1:30,000 970 x 700mm
ISBN: 185137462-0 £8-95

When I was asked to review a new map of the “Reeks” at
The Society of Cartographers Summer School last
September I was very much looking forward to it coming
in the letter box. When it arrived it was with a certain
amount of trepidation that I proceeded to review it. The
map is obviously designed for the ‘serious walkers and
hikers’ amongst us, to this end I felt that perhaps hill
walkers and mountaineers may be more qualified to assess
it. However being from neighbouring Cork, fairly familiar
with the area (working on a project including this area at
this moment), and a cartographer, I must have some of the
qualifications to review this work.

The first thing that strikes you about the map is the
quality of the material on which it is printed. Being a map
designed for outdoor use I suppose this aspect could easily
be taken for granted, however, it is always nice to feel a
product capable of withstanding the conditions for which it
is intended, unlike the usual tissue paper often used for
maps even if they are for a more general use.

The amount of information on the map is staggering
and when you consider the scale of 1:30 000 it’s even more
impressive. Orientating information in the direction of
travel is one of the first indications of the seriousness of
which this map is intended. The marriage of highly
specific information e.g. scree etc with more general
‘tourist information’ must have presented quite a headache
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for Harvey’s, as they compile maps of this nature. While
some of the tourist symbology could be neater, the overall
result works quite well.

A point often overlooked, and its significance not
always appreciated, is the fact that this is (as are all Harvey
Maps) produced from raw data, using photogrammetry
and field surveying to capture the information. The amount
of work required is to be commended. I really like the
1:15000 Carrauntoohil Map, together with its fine detail
and notes it provides detailed picture of the area
concerned.

Every cartographer or map publisher will have their
own style. The following comments are based on personal
taste rather than anything else. The blue colour for the
lakes could have been toned down a little. The blue colour
combined with the size of Lough Leane tends to dominate
a little (the colour of course worked very well when used
for the smaller lakes). The Key ‘block’ a I found it a little
confusing, while it is correct to say it shows features
within their correct context, I still wonder about its clarity,
as it is rather complex.

Not only is Carrauntoohil the highest mountain in
Ireland, this area is (in my opinion) also the most beautiful,
a fact the locals are quick to point out. I believe this map
more than does it justice. Not only does it improve our
understanding of the area, it will also be an invaluable tool
for walkers and hikers alike. With all the tourist business
both specialist and other generated by the area I am sure
this map will be a great success and will go a long way in
helping people understand and appreciate one of the most
stunning areas of Ireland. I would like to congratulate all
who were involved in its production.

Mike Murphy

Mortehoe & Woolacombe: 
Walking Map

Mike Harrison
CroydeCycle
Scales: 1:12,500 and 1:2,000
ISBN 09550168-4-3 £1.50

Last April I walked the coast from Ilfracombe to
Woolacombe via Morte Point, a distance of eight miles. I
had invested in the appropriate Explorer map, sheet 139,
but I would have had more than twice the map value for
double the scale at a fraction of the cost with the
CroydeCycle walking map of Mortehoe and Woolacombe
had it been then available!

In May, 2006, CroydeCycle published two walking
maps of the parishes of Georgeham and Mortehoe in
Devon based on 1894 OS six inch and Mike Harrison’s
own detailed surveys. The latter map is titled Mortehoe
and Woolacombe which is somewhat misleading with
regard to map extent. Both settlements are situated near the
west coast whilst the map extent is as far east and north as
the outskirts of Ilfracombe and as far south as Georgeham.
At a scale of 1:12,500 the map shows paths, physical

features, habitations and facilities and also plans of
Mortehoe and Woolacombe at approximately 1:2000.
Information boxes abound covering walking, cycling,
riding, geology, ecology, ad hoc information and a brief
history of the Parish. Interestingly, the contours, at an
interval of ten metres, are not numerated. This refreshing
approach is fine near hills with spot heights, but I would
find as a walker or as a cyclist, spot heights at road
junctions and high points along roads a useful addition.

The most distinct difference is in the portrayal of the
coastline where on the Explorer the bold rocky shore detail
dominates the blue high water line whereas on the walking
map the coastline is demarcated boldly by the cliff line and
shore detail is much more recessive. The nomenclature is
doubled as you would expect at a larger scale and Mike
must be complemented for his exacting field surveys and
local knowledge as is reflected on the map. The plans of
the two main settlements, Mortehoe and Woolacombe,
convey symbolically loads of walker’s information;
namely refreshment outlets. Oh for a beer!

Folding down to less than Landranger size and a
fraction of the thickness, the walking maps are printed on
a versatile water-repellent paper. The other two significant
publications from CroydeCycle are the 1:100,000 cycle
and leisure maps of Cornwall and Devon. See
http://www.croydecycle.co.uk

Bill Johnson

American cities: 
historic maps and views

Paul R. Cohen and Henry G. Taliaferro
Paris, London and New York: Editions Assouline,
2005
200 pp, 150 colour and b/w illustrations
ISBN 2 84323 716 5 Hardback £39.95 

This impressive volume contains brief histories of nine
great American cities: New York, New Orleans,
Washington, Boston, San Francisco, Denver, St Louis,
Philadelphia, and Chicago. Each short essay accompanies
eight reproductions of maps, plans or views, which
illustrate urban growth of that city from first European
settlement to the early years of the twentieth century. The
authors have chosen a wide variety of maps, including
military maps, coastal charts, hand-drawn sketches,
planning maps, commercial street plans and some
produced for a specific purpose e.g. Louisiana Purchase
Exposition, 1904. 

The earliest examples were produced by settlers –
Dutch, French or English – and some are not plans of what
was there, but of possibilities and potentialities, which
may not have eventually been realized. The majority of
illustrations, however, date from 1840 onwards, when
unprecedented growth of urban areas created a market for
maps which could be satisfied by commercial printing.
The inclusion of views and panoramas allows the
illustration of the terrain on which regular grid patterns
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were imposed, and also shows the growth in three
dimensions, as cast iron frames and the invention of the lift
in 1857 allowed the use of vertical space as well as
horizontal. The impact of large green areas amongst the
urban sprawl is also clear – public parks were a feature of
nineteenth century planning. The introduction, by John W.
Reps, discusses changes in the U.S. landscape in the
nineteenth century – from a rural, agricultural economy to
an urban, industrialized one – and puts the individual city
essays into context. 

The maps and plans are excellently produced in
colour, so much so that I wondered how I had come to
crease the map on p.95 so badly; only to realize that the
crease was of course in the original map. This is a quality
product: many pages fold out into a three page gatefold
and the paper used is a heavy one. Unfortunate then that
the font used throughout is so difficult to read. I was
unable to identify it, but it was obviously chosen to
enhance the nineteenth century ‘feel’ of the volume. To be
fair, reading became easier with time, but I did find it
initially off-putting.

Anyone with an interest in nineteenth century urban
development will find this book fascinating. The authors
have brought together excellent reproductions of maps and
views from a variety of sources, e.g. Library of Congress,
the British Library, New York Public Library, and have
used them to tell the story of American expansion and
development at his crucial period of history. This was a
time when urban centres were growing rapidly. The West
was opened up and became accessible due to the railway
network. Natural resources were utilized to fuel new
industrial processes. The huge influx of immigrants,
mainly from Europe, enabled industrialization to progress
rapidly and urban growth naturally became part of it. This
whole process is illustrated by the cities chosen. San
Francisco, for example, is a small rural backwater in the
panorama of 1847, but the discovery of gold in
Sacramento in 1848 led to rapid growth as it became the
port of entry for the goldfields. From then on expansion is
inexorable. The final illustration shows views of San
Francisco after the devastating earthquake and subsequent
fires of 1906. At less than £40, this book is frankly a
bargain, full of interest and beautiful maps.

Judith Fox

Route 66: iconography of the
American highway

Arthur Krim, Edited by Denis Wood
Santa Fe, NM and Staunton, VA: Center for
American Places, 2005
288 pp
Hardback $35.00, £22.50
ISBN 1 930066 35 X
Distributed by the University of Chicago Press

Highways have assumed a significant place in the
imaginations of the American nation, and in Route 66:

Iconography of the American Highway Arthur Krim – an
independent writer, geographer and founding member of
the Society for Commercial Archaeology – traces the
iconography of what is probably America’s most famous
highway. The book emerged from an earlier examination
of the mapping history of Route 66, and in this study Krim
traces the emergence of Route 66 as a national and
international symbol.

Fifteen chapters, illustrated with over seventy-five
black and white and colour images, examine the evolution
of the ‘highway idea’, and the emergence of Route 66
iconography in literature, film, photography, music, and
pop art. Krim examines how Route 66 became an escape-
route from the Dust Bowl of Oklahoma and Texas in the
1930s, as migrants moved west to seek employment in
California. He shows how Dorothea Lange’s photographic
studies for the Farming Security Administration, along
with John Steinbeck’s The Grapes of Wrath (1939),
brought these journeys along Route 66 and other highways
to a national and international audience. Twentieth
Century Fox’s film of The Grapes of Wrath (1940),
directed by John Ford, and starring Henry Ford, presented
the landscapes of the American highway and Route 66 to
an even broader audience, while in 1959 the popular
weekly CBS television series Route 66 tapped into an
emerging popular youthful fascination with the American
highway that was perhaps most famously reflected in, and
fuelled by, Jack Kerouac’s novel On the Road (1957).
Route 66 had become firmly embedded in American
popular culture, and songs by Chuck Berry, Bobby and
Cynthia Troup, and the Rolling Stones, films like Easy
Rider (1969), and pop art works by Ed Ruscha and others,
continued to expand this iconography and deepen the
road’s cultural symbolism. The author ends with a
discussion of the decommissioning of Route 66 in 1985,
but while he claims that an examination of the evolving
nostalgia for the road is ‘not a part of this project’ (p.xix),
I expect that this book is partly a product of – and will help
to fuel – this pop-nostalgia.

Arthur Krim charts in great detail the emergence of
Route 66 both as a space on the ground and as a symbolic
space in the American imagination. The book is a welcome
addition to the publications of the Center for American
Places, a non-profit organization founded in 1990 to
enhance the American public’s understanding of the built
and natural environment. Route 66 joins a whole host of
books focusing on America’s vernacular modern roadside
landscapes, and it will appeal to readers familiar with the
writings of J.B. Jackson and John Jakle. The book is
clearly an exercise in metaphorically mapping out the
history of Route 66 in the popular imagination, but among
the many illustrations there are over 25 maps, some drawn
especially for the book, and others that are reproductions
of historic maps.

Peter Merriman
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The coldest crucible: Arctic
exploration and American culture

Michael F Robinson
Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press,
2006 206+xii pages, 18 illustrations
Hardback £25.00 
ISBN: 0 226 72184 1

This is, perhaps, a book that is rather out of the mainstream
for the Society of Cartographers. It deals little with
cartography, and only in passing does it refer to the
discovery and delineation of previously unknown lands. It
has only one map, and that is a reproduction from
“Johnson’s New Illustrated Family Atlas” (1866); hardly a
current representation of knowledge.

However, I do recommend this book, for one main
reason – it puts the efforts of explorers in the context of
their times. Too often in the latter part of the twentieth
century and the beginning of the twenty-first, biographers
have tried to force past explorers into the mould of our
own times. Scott, Amundsen, Shackleton and Nansen have
all suffered from this revisionist view of their deeds. This
book puts this bias straight for American Arctic explorers
at least. Indeed, the book says little about the Arctic
exploits of the explorers, being mainly concerned with
their relationship with the political, popular, newspaper
and scientific worlds of their day. It does not try to judge
the explorers; rather, it tries to understand them in
relationship to the pressures and demands of their own
times. In doing so, it soon becomes apparent that “spin” is
nothing new, and was as necessary to Kane, Greely, Peary
and Cook as it is to a politician of our own times.

The book proceeds chronologically through
American involvement with the Arctic, starting with
Elisha Kane and the search for Franklin, and proceeding
through Isaac Hayes and Charles Hall, Adolphus Greely,
Walter Wellman and Robert Peary, and ending with the
controversies surrounding Frederick Cook and Robert
Peary. In each chapter, it notes the basis on which
expeditions were funded and the changing audiences to
which explorers made their appeals for support. Kane, for
example, is the scientific explorer, motivated by the
humanitarian search for the Franklin expedition, seeking
also to make scientific observations. Others appeal to the
first great publishing companies for funding; yet others to
the appeal of the wilderness and wild living to a country
that fears it is losing touch with its frontiers. Throughout
the book, Robinson seeks to show how the explorers of the
time measured up to the contemporary ideals, ideals that
he shows changed radically during the course of the
century.

The major criticism of this book is its total focus on
American influences on explorers, to the exclusion of all
others. Reading this book, you would be excused if you
thought that there were no explorers of the Arctic other
than American ones. Of course, this is far from the case,
and ships and expeditions of other nations were frequently

in what is now the Canadian Arctic throughout the
nineteenth century. Indeed, James Clark Ross, for whom a
British Antarctic Survey vessel is named, cut his exploring
teeth in the Arctic, one of a multitude of British Arctic
explorers in the nineteenth century! This omission of
anything not American gets a little trying, especially when
reading the phrase “Ernest Thompson Seton, founder of
the Boy Scouts”, which appears twice on pages 123 and
154, without mention of Lord Baden-Powell, founder of
the world-wide Scouting movement.

A lesser criticism is that the author does not elaborate
on the less conscious motives of the explorers during most
of the text, though he does make a bow towards them in
the last chapter. Anyone who has been in the Arctic or
Antarctic knows their attraction. Why else would we go
and keep on going to an ultimately hostile environment? I
can attest this from my own experience in both Arctic and
Antarctic; the few days of perfect weather and stunning
sights soon outweigh in memory the days of waiting for
them. The Polar Regions have their own siren voices that
sooner or later call us back there. This must have been a
factor in these explorers’ fascination with the Arctic; no
other reason could have drawn these men back into a
wilderness far more dangerous to an expedition using
nineteenth technology than it is now. It is a pity that
Robinson does not explore these more personal
motivations, but perhaps, given the scope of the book, this
is too much to hope for.

The book is well written and easy to read. The author
assumes only broad knowledge of the history of the times
he writes of, introducing all external events that affect the
narrative briefly but clearly. The book has 16 pages of
notes, and an extensive bibliography. The index is short,
but appears to cover all the topics of interest.

Again, I would recommend this book, perhaps not
least as a guide to making funding appeals for expeditions!

A Paul R Cooper

Chicago: a geography of the city 
and the region 

J C Hudson
Chicago and London: The University of Chicago
Press, 2006 356 pp
Hardback £28.50 
ISBN: 0 226 35806 2

The geography and history of major cities are interwoven;
symbiotically, they create an agglomeration of people
within an urban fabric which reflects the settlement’s
fortunes and misfortunes, immigration and emigration,
hinterland resources and connectivity, as well as local,
regional and national politics. Situated at the southern tip
of Lake Michigan, which provides access to the St
Lawrence River and hence to the Atlantic, Chicago
commands the mid-west states of the USA. The city of
Chicago has a current population of almost 3 million while
greater Chicago (the Chicago urbanized area) has a
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population approaching 8.5 million. From its inception in
1803 when its precursor, Fort Dearborn, was constructed
for protection at a strategic point along what was then a
frontier, Chicago has grown to be one of the great World
Cities. Its geography and history make interesting reading.

There are seven parts to this book. Part 1 comprises
three chapters which define the identifiable Chicago as a
city with boundaries, the less easily definable Chicago
region, and the different types of ‘functional region’ e.g.
trade areas, residential areas, which reflect its multifaceted
character. Hudson opts, in fine geographical tradition, for
an analysis based on time and topicality, and goes on to
examine the ‘Chicago School’ model of urbanization
which came to prominence in the social sciences in the
1940s. The concentric rings of housing quality, urban
activity and migrant status typified a dynamic urban area
during a time of rapid economic and social change. It was
superseded by a statistical model (Chicago II) based on
population characteristics in the late 1960s. Both models
were heralded as a means of comparing urban
characteristics. Paramount in this analysis is a
consideration of the way in which the people of Chicago
view their city and this involves neighbourhoods, a
concept which originated in the1920s. Officially, there are
75 ‘community areas’ i.e. neighbourhoods for planning but
‘on the street’ neighbourhoods are as flexible as the
concentric rings of the Chicago school.

It is gratifying that the three chapters of Part 2 are
given over to Chicago’s physical geography, a range of
environmental characteristics which are often ignored or
forgotten in the case of urban rather than rural areas. Its
climate, landforms and drainage systems are examined. A
predominantly humid continental climate is modified by
proximity to Lake Michigan while the city itself has
further modified climate through the urban heat island
affect. The plain in which Chicago lies is marked by low
ridges of moraine produced by several ice advances and
retreats during the last 1 million years which also altered
Lake Michigan shorelines and affected the drainage
systems which today centre on the Kankakee, Fox and Des
Plaines-Chicago basins. All have been modified over time
to drain land for construction and to facilitate waste-water
discharge, resulting in considerable marshland loss.

From the early 1800s Chicago attracted settlers but
two developments accelerated development: the
completion of the Erie Canal in 1825 which encouraged
water-based transport in the Chicago area, and the advent
of the railway era in the 1850s. This opened up the centre
and west of the USA by providing the means for western
migration and, most importantly, the means for
transporting grain and meat to the growing cities of East
coast USA and to the ports for export to Europe. Industry
and commerce related, at least initially, to agriculture and
lumber flourished. Such developments, discussed in Part
3, inevitably attracted immigrants and, coupled with the
abolition of slavery in mid-1800s, Chicago rapidly
emerged as a multicultural city with distinct
neighbourhoods. It grew rapidly, tripling its population

and doubling its area between 1870 and 1890 with most
development occurring to the south, along the Illinois and
Michigan Canal to the Little Calumet River, linked
especially with industrial development and the World’s
Fair.

Thereafter Chicago’s planners, faced with rebuilding
after the Great Fire of 1871 and continued growth, devised
plans/models for development; the most significant of
which was that Burnham and Bennett in 1909 which also
included plans for the Greater Chicago region and which
incorporated existing roads and parks etc. In the early
twentieth century Chicago’s population growth was
substantial: 500,000 people were added between 1920 and
1930 with growth occurring more to the north and south
than to the west and in the shadow of transport systems via
rivers and railroads. Population characteristics also
changed; ethnic neighbourhoods emerged of Germans,
Jews, Italians, Russians, Irish and African Americans.
Another era of major development began in the 1950s as
road transport began to rival that of the railroads and as
industry began to diversify. O’Hare airport and the advent
of the expressways altered the city’s character, especially
by reducing the focus on a single downtown area and
creating smaller peripheral ‘centres’ at a time when there
was a general shift of population to the northwest.

Part 4 examines population changes from the 1890s
to present in some detail. Patterns of ethnicity and their
changes driven largely by the influx of African Americans
are examined along with the major suburban or satellite
developments of the post 1850 period. Reasons for the
latter vary but include stops along railroads which allowed
people to live in the suburbs but enjoy easy access to the
city for work, the founding of educational establishments,
e.g. Evanston and Lake Forrest, encouraged residential
development, and local trade centres based on agriculture.
The suburbs expanded in the 1950s with many new
housing developments and were associated with
expressway construction. More recent ethnic changes
include the influx of Hispanic and Mexican migrants
which add to a varied ethnic mix which now includes
Polish, Chinese, Korean, Indian and Philippine people.

Trends, notably commuting to work, age and
neighbourhood change, and income distribution in the last
decade are the subjects of Part 5. The predominant
transport systems are the roads, via personal vehicles and
‘buses, and commuter rail (the METRA). A notable trend
is the move back into the city as inner city areas are
‘gentrified’; low-income groups are replaced by high-
income groups, especially those employed in commerce
and finance and in the 25-40 age range, an occurrence
typifying other World cities. Further trends reflect the
changing wealth patterns in relation to ethnicity. Finally, a
revised sector model is presented showing patterns of
growth and decline in terms of combined population
growth and economic growth, in contrast to the land-use
model of the early 1900s.

Apart from the inclusion of a graceful and
informative 70 page photographic record of Chicago’s city
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spaces and people entitled “Geography and photography”,
this book contains an abundance of maps designed to
support the analysis of Chicago’s characteristics over time.
Each chapter contains between 6 and 10 black and white
maps which exemplify and highlight the value of spatial
data and their communication, and which help to capture
the soul as well as the body of a truly great city. This book
will appeal to a wide audience: Chicagoans can rejoice in
a well-written and illustrated history, scholars and planners
of urban environments will welcome such a fact-laden
analysis and its relevance to various models of urban
development, and serious tourists will find all they need to
enhance a short or extended visit. For my part, I am quite
amazed that what was once an area of woodland/grassland
(prairie) and lake-side marshland on or adjacent to glacial
moraines has become a thriving metropolis with a rich
heritage in only 200 years.

A.M. Mannion

From Squaw Tit to Whorehouse
Meadow: How maps name, claim and
inflame

Mark Monmonier
Chicago and London: The University of Chicago
Press, 2006, 215 pp
Hardback £16.00 ISBN 0 226 53465 0

This book takes its title from the efforts of the United
States Board on Geographic Names (USBGN) to cleanse
the USA of place names which the author describes as
“cartographic insults”, names which are now regarded as
being derogatory in terms of race, ethnicity, gender or
religion. The case of Whorehouse Meadow however, is
rather special in that having been re-cast as Naughty Girl
Meadow it subsequently reverted to its more raunchy
designation. 

There are eight principal chapters, in the first of
which Monmonier discusses the renaming of features
deemed offensive to native Americans, and also the
problems arising from the commemorative naming of
features after local or national heroes, living or dead. In the
course of this we also learn how the USBGN operates vis
á vis the state names boards, and also how toponyms
originally found their way onto US Geological Survey
topographic maps. As with Ordnance Survey, the policies
were only formulated after the first maps had appeared.

Chapter 2, The Quest for a National Gazetteer,
describes the slow progress towards the realization of a
comprehensive nation-wide gazetteer. The development of
electronic names databases, culminating in the online
Geographic Names Information System (GNIS) – still not
complete – has provided a solution to the problem of
managing and maintaining the enormous and growing lists
of both current toponyms and earlier variants.

These matters set the scene for the next two chapters.
For Chapter 3, Monmonier delved into the GNIS for
instances of place name elements of an ethnic nature

which might give offence. The advantage of using this
database is that it shows variant as well as current forms,
so if a derogatory name has been replaced its earlier form
is also shown. He searched for numerous words which
might be an ethnic slur, and unsurprisingly by far the
commonest proved to be nigger, for which blanket
replacement by negro (a word which has now also fallen
out of favour) was ordered in 1962, and squaw which has
a questionable connotation with “whore”. Chapter 4 deals
with names of a risqué rather than ethnic nature. Again the
author searched the GNIS, this time for names with a
sexual or anal connotation, finding 28 features based on
“tit” for example and 100 cases where the word nipple is
used. Fastidious as Monmonier’s researches were, by now
I had begun to be bored with this quest! 

More serious stuff is addressed in the remaining
chapters. Chapter 5 is concerned the problem of the
restoration of native names ignored by white settlers, and
includes case studies of the controversies concerning the
naming of Mt McKinley and Mount Rainier. In the former
case, the mountain has been officially renamed Denali
(“The high one”) by the state legislature, but its adoption
by the USBGN has been persistently blocked by an Ohio
congressman. The recent acceptance of diacritical marks
essential to Hawaiian place names is also discussed.

Chapter 6 considers the question of disputed names,
focusing on the well-known case of South Korea’s
objection to the designation “Sea of Japan”. In many parts
of the world distinct differences in exonyms are tolerated,
but not in politically charged instances such as this. The
discussion then moves on to explain the problems of
romanization and transliteration and the various national
and international mechanisms to regulate toponymic
standards. Finally the author discusses the renaming of
cities and countries as symbols of independence and
national pride.

Chapter 7 is also concerned with renaming, but in
this case the erasure of names and their replacement by
names of a different culture or ethnic group. The principal
case studies are of Cyprus and Israel: in the former case the
infamous cleansing in the Turkish occupied area, not only
of Greek toponyms, but of all signs of Greek culture, while
in the latter, Monmonier unravels the complex political
undertones of Israeli place-naming.

Laying no stone unturned, in Chapter 8 Monmonier
moves first to the very local (streets, housing
developments, commercial centres and the like) and then
more globally to the multiple cartographies of the
overlapping territorial claims in Antarctica, and the
problem of standardizing names there and on floor of the
oceans. Finally, attention is turned to naming in the Solar
System and beyond, the standardization of which is
indisputably in the hands of the International Astronomical
Union. 

Much as I enjoy Monmonier’s writing and his
meticulous scholarship (there are 28 pages of endnotes,
and a 21-page bibliography), I have some slight



reservations about this book. There is much well-
documented fact, and some of the anecdotal material is
fascinating and helps to lighten the text. However, the
serious stuff sometimes seems to rest rather uneasily with
the anecdotal material. One of its limitations for a British
readership is the predominant focus of much of the content
on American toponyms. It is only with geopolitical and
extraterrestrial considerations that Monmonier strays far
beyond his own shores, and here the issues are seen very
much from an American viewpoint. Fascinating as the
American examples are, on reading about the conflicts
between native and colonial names, of problems of
translation and transliteration and of minority toponyms
one is constantly reminded of parallel instances in Europe
and elsewhere. 

In spite of these reservations, Monmonier has, as in
all his books, provided a wealth of well-researched
material, through which runs a consistent thread indicated
by the book’s subtitle, which is to deal with the many
contentious aspects of place names on maps. 

Bob Parry

Greenwich Emotion Map: 
An alternative map of London

Created by Christian Nold with local
residents between Oct 2005 – Mar 2006
Scale: 1:3,530 970 x 760mm

ISBN 0-9546725-3-4

Those present at the Society of Cartographers Summer
School at University of Keele in September will no doubt
remember the fascinating presentation by artist Christian
Nold. Central to his talk was the production of the
Greenwich Emotion Map, the result of a 6 month artist
commission hosted by Independent Photography as part of
‘Peninsula’, a series of artist commissions on the
Greenwich Peninsula. 

The map relies on collaboration with local residents who,
supported by specially designed workshops, volunteer to
record their emotional response to their local area using
Christian’s ‘Bio Mapping’ device. This finger cuff sensor,
used by law enforcement agencies for lie detection,
records the participant’s Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) or
the electrical resistance of their skin over time.
Fluctuations in GSR are believed to be linked to changes
in people’s emotions such as increases in fear, anger and
joy. However, there is difficulty in identifying which
emotion is triggering the response. Nevertheless,
measuring GSR as a technique has been around for many
years and was used by psychologists extensively prior to
the introduction of more sophisticated laboratory-based
techniques such as MRIs (Magnetic resonance imaging)
and EEGs (Electroencephalography). Unlike these later
techniques, Christian’s ‘Bio Mapping’ device is portable
and records its wearer’s geographical position using an
integral GPS.

For anything up to an hour, participants would walk
from a common starting point to wherever they wished
with the Bio Mapping device recording their emotional
state and their geographical position. During the
workshops, people would interpret their results, annotating
points along their track that they considered memorable or
important. 

The resultant map contains the tracks and
reminiscences of more than 50 participants. The tracks are
shown as black lines with descriptive black text annotating
appropriate points. The reference number and location of
sixty nine photographs taken by the volunteers and printed
as small 4cm x 3cm images on the right margin of the map
are also included within the map area. The dominant
element of the map is the ‘communal skin’ that forms the
‘gradient of arousal’. Areas between isolines which have
been interpolated between points of participant response
have been coloured according to the level of emotional
response. 

To the cartographer, the map would present quite a
number of challenges, not least the fundamental problem
of translating human emotion aroused by visual, auditory,
taste and smell stimuli to the ‘language’ of the map.
Indeed, the overall design uses a sensible colour scheme
based on established colour association; red for ‘high
arousal’ and blue for ‘low arousal’. However, some would
argue that the low density of the data in many areas
prohibits the use of any form of isoline mapping and that
many of the larger areas bereft of data should have at least
been masked out and having the added bonus of showing
areas of low accessibility. 

The black text remains legible throughout most of
the map. However, it would appear that participant
comment varied in detail from a couple of words e.g.
‘Susie’s Office’ to quite long paragraphs of well over 100
words. Font size is therefore small and in areas near the
starting point of the walks, text overprinted on the dense
network of participant tracks becomes almost illegible. As
there is no underlying base map, some might find the
images of Bio Mapping tracks ‘visualised’ with oblique
views provided by Google Earth easier to interpret. 

This is applied art. These ‘maps’ are designed to
“encourage personal reflection on the complex
relationship between us, our environment and our fellow
citizens.” By sharing this information, we are encouraged
to construct maps that visualise where we feel stressed and
excited. Our conventional view of urban landscapes is
challenged – what is the more important landmark, the
town hall, the Millennium Café or Jakki’s house? Above
all, perhaps the map underlines the importance of social
interaction in moulding people’s perception of their own
social space. 

The Bio Mapping Project, of which this map is a
part, aims to buck the trend in the growing use of security
technologies to control our behaviour, and instead use
these new tools to allow people to selectively share and
interpret their own biometric data. I like the idea and hope
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that the map’s cartographic inadequacies are not
addressed –as they tell us as much about the author of the
map as each of participant’s descriptions tells us about its
subject. 

You can access the map by going to the following
URL: http://www.emotionmap.net/

Alistair Pearson
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